
In this day and age a company’s network is under continual threat of being 

comprised. Even if there are substantial security measures in place, like  

CompleteCloud’s Managed Security Suite. One of the greatest security 

threats to your data is your employees. One wrong click by an employee 

can infect their workstation, allow hackers into your system, bring in a 

ransomware attack, or cause an expensive data breach. 

Technology has become so advanced that a lot of systems and programs 

today can block the vast majority of cyber threats, which has cause social 

engineers to change targets. Hackers are primarily focusing their attacks 

on the employees now and letting automated software continually try and 

penetrate your infrastructure (which is why you should still have protective 

measures in place like Alert Logic and Cisco Umbrella). This way they can 

bypass the security measures and walk through the door that the employee 

just opened for them.

KnowB4, created by the world’s most famous hacker, Kevin Mitnick, is the 

world’s largest security awareness training and simulated phishing platform 

that helps combat the ever changing threat of social engineering. KnowB4 is 

so effective that Gartner recognized them as a leader for Security Awareness 

Computer-Based Training in 2017.

KnowB4

The primary way that employees are being exposed 
today is through sophisticated phishing attacks.

Phishing attacks are fraudulent emails that are 
designed to trick employees and individuals to reveal 
information ranging from passwords to credit card info.

The best method to defend your company’s data is to 
educate employees, creating a “Human Firewall”
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KnowB4 provides modular cyber security training, designed to help 

business’s employees understand the mechanisms of spam, phishing, 

spear phishing, malware, ransomware, and social engineering. Not only 

will they learn these through educational trainings, but they will also be 

tested through actual simulated attacks and live demonstrations. Taking 

what your employees learned in the “classroom” to the real world. 

This effective training platform will allow you to:

• Easily schedule automated training campaigns

• Schedule frequent simulated phishing attacks through  

email, phone, and text

• Prevent hackers from getting into your network 

• You will be able to see your employee’s results of a simulated phishing 

attack in real time and watch their Phish-prone percentage™ improve 

as they become more educated and aware of what’s coming into their 

inbox and how to avoid social engineering. 

Cyber Security is ever evolving and without having properly trained 

employees your company will continually be at risk, regardless of the 

cyber security measures that you have in place. The investment in your 

security architecture will mean nothing if an employee unknowingly helps a 

hacker bypass everything and gain free access to your infrastructure.

KnowB4

Well trained employees means a safer business 
and provides confidence moving forward.
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